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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a numerical and observational study focused on ice-pellet formation and microphysical properties near 0°C from an ice-pellet-dominated storm associated with an unusually warm and dry atmosphere on 10 April 2005, in Sapporo, Japan. A one-dimensional numerical model simulation indicated that precipitation particle temperatures were sensitive to environmental temperature and relative humidity and close to the wet-bulb temperature. The simulation demonstrated that completely melted snowflakes could refreeze by evaporative cooling. Moreover, initial freezing could be explained by contact ice nucleation at the height of the minimum wet-bulb temperature.

Observations using a 2D video distrometer (2DVD) indicated that ice pellets exhibited two modes of fall velocities at surface temperatures near 0°C during the same time period: slow falling and fast falling. The slow-falling ice pellets exhibited a velocity similar to the average terminal velocity of hail, whereas the velocities of the fast-falling ice pellets were closer to those of raindrops. Surface roundness and fracturing characteristics of ice pellets suggest that slow-falling ice pellets froze rapidly and uniformly in a relatively cold dry layer with a wet-bulb temperature near −2°C. In contrast, the fast-falling ice pellets exhibited the properties of ice particles with a wet smooth surface, suggesting that they froze slowly in a relatively warm layer by contacting ice crystals or splinters generated by preceding slow-falling ice pellets.

1. Introduction

Freezing rain is considered to be a hazardous weather condition, particularly in the southeastern parts of Canada, northeastern parts of the United States, and parts of East Asia (Cortinas 2000; Cortinas et al. 2004; Matsushita and Nishino 2008; Gao et al. 2013). Supercooled droplets freeze immediately upon contact with a surface at subfreezing temperatures, while ice pellets form when supercooled droplets freeze in midair (e.g., Brooks 1920; Stewart and King 1987; Crawford and Stewart 1995; Hanesiak and Stewart 1995; Stewart and Crawford 1995). Whether supercooled raindrops freeze in midair or not can determine the impact on extensive electric power outages and hazardous road conditions.

Many laboratory experiments have been conducted to investigate the freezing process of supercooled liquid drops (e.g., Blanchard 1957; Brownscombe and Thorndike 1968; Dye and Hobbs 1968; Takahashi and Yamashita 1969, 1970; Spengler and Gokhale 1972; Takahashi 1975). However, few studies have investigated the physical properties of ice pellets and freezing rain occurring in nature (Gibson and Stewart 2007; Gibson et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2011). Even during the Canadian Atlantic Storms Program (CASP) field project, few data were collected related to the microphysical properties (i.e., shapes, sizes, and fall velocities) of ice pellets (Crawford and Stewart 1995).

In Japan, both ice pellets and freezing rain events are difficult to observe, because they are typically short lived and occur primarily in mountainous regions. However, on 10 April 2005, ice pellets fell for an extended period of time (10 h) in the area of Sapporo, Hokkaido. We
observed the microphysical properties of these ice pellets using a 2D video distrometer (2DVD; Schönhuber et al. 2007, 2008). This event involved unusually warm surface temperatures ranging from +1.6°C to +2.7°C. The maximum of +2.7°C was quite high compared to previous cases (Cortinas et al. 2004), except that described by Kumjian and Schenkman (2014) (+14°C). Moreover, nearly a century had passed since the last record of an ice-pellet event in the Sapporo area (Matsukawa 1923).

In this paper, we present and discuss new findings regarding the microphysical properties of ice pellets and their underlying formation processes associated with evaporative cooling, based on 2DVD data and one-dimensional numerical simulations.

2. Synoptic conditions and radar echo structure

Ice pellets were observed approximately between 0800 and 1800 LST (UTC + 9 h) at the Institute of Low Temperature Science (ILTS), Hokkaido University, on 10 April 2005. Surface weather maps from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) for 0900 and 1800 LST indicate that a low pressure system moved from southwest to northeast at a speed of 56 km h⁻¹ (Fig. 1). ILTS was on the northeastern side of the surface warm front at 0900 LST. The warm front was passing through to the south of ILTS by 1800 LST. During this period, a stratiform radar echo moved eastward over ILTS (Fig. 2).

Figure 3 depicts vertical profiles of air temperature, dewpoint temperature, relative humidity with respect to liquid water and ice, and wind speed and direction at 0900 LST at the Sapporo District Meteorological Observatory (SDMO) of JMA, located 2 km south of ILTS. A deep warm layer was present from 0.7 to 2.3 km above ground level (AGL), with air temperatures >0°C, above a strong temperature inversion at 0.6 km. The maximum temperature within the layer (+3.6°C) was observed at 1.1 km. Below the inversion, a thin cold layer was present from 0.3 to 0.7 km, with air temperatures <0°C and a minimum temperature of −2.5°C at 0.6 km. An isothermal layer at approximately 0°C was observed in the upper part.
of the melting layer between 2.3 and 3.0 km. Subzero temperatures were observed above the isothermal layer (not shown). The relative humidity was very low in the warm layer from 0.7 to 1.8 km (Fig. 3b) with a minimum of 32% at 1.4 km. The warm and very dry air from 0.6 to 1.8 km was associated with a southerly wind (Fig. 3c).

Figure 4 depicts a latitude–height cross section of upper-air sounding data from four stations (i.e., Wakkanai, Sapporo, Misawa, and Akita in Fig. 2a). All four stations indicated a dry and warm layer from 1 to 2 km AGL. Specifically, Akita and Misawa, where no surface precipitation was observed, exhibited their minimum relative humidity (10%) in the southerly wind layer, clearly indicating that the warm and dry air was advected from the south to the Sapporo area above the cold air and southeasterly wind layer. A time–height cross section of the radar reflectivity factor over the Sapporo area was made using a series of volume scan data from the New Chitose Airport C-band plan position indicator (PPI) radar located 40 km southeast of ILTS. The radar reflectivity data, averaged between 315° and 325° in azimuthal direction, are plotted in Fig. 5. A bright band (melting layer) is apparent from 2.5 to 3 km between 0800 and 1700 LST. The lower boundary of the bright band (2.5 km) was significantly higher than the bottom of the >0°C layer (0.7 km) at 0900 LST (Fig. 3), indicating that the observed ice...
pellets formed from completely melted snowflakes in a warm but very dry layer at this time.

3. Surface observations

Figure 6 illustrates how surface air temperature, precipitation rate, and precipitation type (i.e., rain or ice pellet) changed with time at ILTS. Surface air temperature (2 m AGL) was measured each minute using a digital thermometer (HOBO H8Pro). Precipitation rate was measured using a weighing precipitation gauge every 3 s. Precipitation type was determined from both occasional human observations and continuous 2DVD observation. Other meteorological components were observed every 10 min at SDMO.

Raindrops began to fall at 0800 LST and soon turned to ice pellets. These pellets lasted for 10 h before turning to rain after 1800 LST. The ice pellet period at ILTS coincided with the presence of a bright band aloft (Fig. 5). Although surface air temperature varied with precipitation rate, it remained above 0°C (between +1.6°C and +2.7°C) throughout the ice pellet period. The surface relative humidity was 70%–90% throughout the event (not shown), which was more moist than the dry air aloft at 0900 LST in Fig. 3.

Figure 7 illustrates a horizontal distribution of mean surface air temperature between 0900 and 1800 LST 10 Apr 2005 at the JMA observatories, where precipitation types were also recorded. The mean air temperature at locations where ice pellets were reported ranged from −1°C to +1°C. Only snow was observed where both surface and upper-air temperatures were below 0°C (Wakkanai).

Figure 8 presents representative close-up photographs of observed ice pellets. Some ice pellets exhibited no particular visual features on their surface; we classified these pellets as spherical (not shown) or nearly spherical (Fig. 8a). Other pellets exhibited interesting surface features. The majority of them had bulged surfaces (Figs. 8b–i), with one or more protrusions that were typically less than one-quarter of the particle diameter. Some of these protrusions were stumpy bulges (Figs. 8b–d), whereas others were sharp bulges (Figs. 8e–i).

Although we were not able to see spicule ice pellets from these photographs, which typically exhibit an ice spike extending for more than one-quarter of the particle diameter, the 2DVD detected a small number of spicule ice pellets, as will be discussed below. Fractured ice pellets were often observed (Figs. 8e–j); some exhibited voids (Fig. 8e), cracks (Fig. 8f), a characteristic flat section with voids (Figs. 8g,h), a partially broken surface (Fig. 8i), or a sharp cut surface at a junction with other ice pellets (Fig. 8j). Fused (Fig. 8k) and aggregated
(Figs. 8l–o) ice pellets were observed occasionally. Aggregated ice pellets had multiple (more than five) particles connected by well-defined ice necks, whereas the bonding regions of fused ice pellets appeared to blend together into a single mass of ice. Most of the particles in the aggregated ice pellets were similar in size, as reported by Stewart and Crawford (1995). The aggregated ice pellets monitored by 2DVD tended to exhibit longitudinal orientation (not shown), suggesting that aggregation might be promoted at the leading edge.

Only one snowflake composed of needle snow crystals was found in the collection of photographs taken from 1400 to 1500 LST (Fig. 8p). Note that some pellets melted slightly, because these photographs were taken several seconds after collection.

The fall velocities and volume-equivalent diameters (hereafter diameter) of ice pellets were measured using 2DVD. These diameters are calculated from 2DVD scan-line heights and widths as follows (Schönhuber et al. 2008). The scan lines divide a particle into several slices. These slices are assumed to form elliptical cylinders from two directions of lines. Summing up all the slices, the particle volume is obtained, which can be translated into its diameter.

The resolution of the measured diameter is better than 0.19 mm, and the variation of error for the fall velocity measurements is better than 4% for velocities below 10 m s$^{-1}$ (Schönhuber et al. 2007). In this study, particle diameters exceeding 0.5 mm and particle speeds less than 10 m s$^{-1}$ were considered for determination of individual particle shapes. Furthermore, erroneous data arise from mismatches in detected particles when two or more particles pass the measurement area coincidentally and exhibit unusually oblate or prolate shapes. These erroneous data (~10%) were excluded manually by visual inspection of the particle images.

![Fig. 8. Photographs of (a)–(o) ice pellets taken from 1400 to 1500 LST 10 Apr 2005, and (p) the only snowflake found during this period (representatives of 39 total photographs).](image-url)
Fig. 9. Relationship between fall velocity and diameter of IPs observed from 0900 to 1000 LST. The solid blue line indicates velocity–diameter relationships for raindrops (Atlas et al. 1973), the solid green line indicates hailstones with a density of 0.91 g cm
superscript 3, and the solid red line indicates the average density of hailstones (0.44 g cm
superscript 3) (Knight and Heymsfield 1983). The dashed blue line indicates terminal fall velocities for smooth ice spheres with densities of 0.91 g cm
superscript 3, and the dashed red line indicates those for smooth ice spheres with densities of 0.16 g cm
superscript 3 (Mikhailov and Silva Freire 2013). The fall velocity relationships for hail are extrapolated to particles smaller than 5 mm in size that are typically not considered to be hail.

Figure 9 plots the fall velocities of ice pellets against their diameters. Two modes of ice particle terminal velocity are evident: fast-falling and slow-falling pellets. The velocities of fast-falling pellets were very close to the raindrop terminal velocity (Atlas et al. 1973). The velocities of slow-falling pellets were close to a terminal velocity of average-density (0.44 g cm
superscript 3) hailstones (Knight and Heymsfield 1983). In section 4b, reasons for classifying the two modes of fall velocity are discussed in detail from the viewpoint of ice pellet geometrical properties in 2DVD data and in comparison with previous studies on precipitation particle microphysics.

4. Discussion

a. Validation of freezing by evaporative cooling

1) NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

One-dimensional simulations were performed to investigate the possibility of refreezing of raindrops under the observed environmental conditions. The simulation framework was based on Matsuo and Sasyo (1981a,b). Since we focused on the temperature of precipitation particles \( T_p \) just before freezing, we assumed that the melted particles remain liquid during cooling even when their temperatures were below 0°C. To consider vertical environmental conditions, linearly interpolated air temperature and relative humidity profiles (Fig. 3) were used for the model simulations. In Matsuo and Sasyo (1981a,b), the heat transported from the surrounding air to a snowflake is given as

\[
H = \varepsilon H' = 4\pi R(aK\Delta T + bL_v D\Delta\sigma),
\]

where \( \varepsilon \) is determined experimentally and depends on snowflake properties (e.g., porosity and sphericity). Here, \( R \) is the particle radius, \( a(b) \) is the ventilation coefficient for heat (water vapor diffusion), \( K \) is the thermal conductivity, \( L_v \) is the latent heat of vaporization of water, \( D \) is water vapor molecular diffusivity, \( \Delta T \) is the temperature difference between a precipitation particle and the environment, and \( \Delta\sigma \) is the difference between the water vapor density of environment and equilibrium water vapor density of a particle. The particle temperature was calculated using Eq. (1) by iteration considering the fall velocity and environmental conditions with thermal relaxation times of several seconds (Watts 1971). The particle size change was calculated from the balance equation between the heat transport and latent heat associated with a phase change of the precipitation particle. For raindrops, the equation is

\[
4\pi R(aK\Delta T + bL_v D\Delta\sigma)\Delta t = -4\pi R^2 \rho_p L_f \Delta R.
\]

Here, \( \rho_p \) is the particle density, \( L_f \) is the latent heat of melting, and \( \Delta R \) is the particle size change over a time step of \( \Delta t \). The discretized \( \Delta R \) was calculated using a \( \Delta t \) of 0.03 s. All precipitation particles were assumed to start as dry spherical snowflakes with 0.04, 0.02, or 0.005 g cm
superscript 3 density. The initial diameter of dry snowflakes varied in 0.5-mm increments from 1.0 to 10.0 mm. The terminal velocity before and during melting was calculated from the balance between drag and gravity, whereas that after melting was based on the raindrop terminal velocity of Atlas et al. (1973). For melting particles, the densities were calculated from particle size and mass while tracking water and ice mass separately. In addition, we did not consider any feedback from the environment, such as cooling and humidification by vaporization, because the observed sounding data used in the simulation already included such factors.

Figure 10 presents the results of simulations for snowflakes with initial diameters of 10.0 and 5.0 mm and density of 0.02 g cm
superscript 3. Table 1 lists the results for other particles. All of the simulations started at a height of 2150 m, where the air temperature is 0°C, just above the melting layer. The snowflake temperatures immediately decrease to below 0°C as a result of evaporative cooling.
just below the model top (Fig. 10a). The snowflakes then begin to melt at 2100 m (Figs. 10a,c). The snowflakes with an initial size of 10.0 mm melt completely at 1850 m, and those with an initial size of 5.0 mm melt completely at 2000 m. Only large dry snowflakes over 10.0 mm with a density of 0.04 g cm$^{-3}$ remain unmelting (Table 1). Small dry snowflakes (e.g., diameter < 3.8 mm, density = 0.02 g cm$^{-3}$) disappear primarily through sublimation. The snowflakes with an initial diameter of 10.0 mm and a density of 0.02 g cm$^{-3}$ turn into raindrops with a diameter of 2.5 mm at ground level. This diameter is close to the largest single ice pellets observed using the 2DVD during this event, indicating that the initial values used in this simulation are consistent with surface observations.

After complete melting, the temperatures of all precipitation particles exhibit almost the same profile below 1850 m and are less than 0°C from 1680 to 120 m. This simulation indicated that melted particles were able to remain supercooled as a result of evaporative cooling, with temperatures very close to the wet-bulb temperature (blue line in Fig. 10a) (Martinez 1994; Bohren and Albrecht 1998). For a snowflake with an initial diameter of 10.0 mm and a density of 0.02 g cm$^{-3}$, the layer where $T_p > 0^\circ$C (and thus melting occurred) was only 407 m thick with a maximum particle temperature of $+0.68^\circ$C. The layer where $T_p < 0^\circ$C was 1552 m thick with a minimum particle temperature of $-3.9^\circ$C.

2) DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

A typical ice-pellet event is characterized by a melting layer aloft ($T > 0^\circ$C) and a thick refreezing layer ($T < 0^\circ$C) adjacent to the surface (Stewart and King 1987). Typical formation processes have been discussed for cold environments, with little impact from evaporative cooling (Stewart and Crawford 1995; Zerr 1997; Zhang et al. 2011). However, the temperature of the
refreezing layer on 10 April 2005, reaching a minimum of $-2.5^\circ\text{C}$, was higher than for previously observed ice-pellet events [e.g., $-10^\circ$ to $-6^\circ\text{C}$ in Zerr (1997)]. The refreezing layer thickness of 0.4 km was also thinner than that in previous reports [e.g., 0.8–1.8 km in Zerr (1997)]. We posit that the 10 April 2005 event was strongly influenced by evaporative cooling due to extremely dry conditions, in agreement with previous studies (e.g., Hanesiak and Stewart 1995; Kumjian and Schenkman 2014).

To analyze the state of hydrometeors reaching the surface (i.e., supercooled raindrops or ice pellets), we computed melting and refreezing parameters that are defined in Zerr (1997) using the observed air temperature and wet-bulb temperature for this event. The melting (freezing) parameter is defined as multiplication of the depth (km) of a melting (refreezing) layer and a maximum (minimum) temperature ($^\circ\text{C}$) found in the layer (Zerr 1997). The results are presented in Fig. 11, which also includes the results of Zerr (1997). These two parameters calculated from the observed air temperature (open square in Fig. 11) lie among those associated with freezing rain events (crosses or minus signs) reported by Zerr (1997). However, these two parameters calculated from the observed wet-bulb temperature (triangle) were found to be closer to ice-pellet events (dots) reported by Zerr (1997). Many of the cases in Zerr (1997) were relatively moist, with little impact from evaporative cooling found. Therefore, our diagnostic determination of particle type using wet-bulb temperature (i.e., considering temperature and relative humidity) seems more appropriate than using air temperature.

### 3) Microphysical Interpretations of Ice-Pellet Formation

Ice-pellet formation from completely melted raindrops could have occurred most likely through freezing with contact nucleation. The observed air temperature (Fig. 3) and the simulated particle temperatures (wet-bulb temperatures) (Fig. 10) in the refreezing layer are much higher than $-10^\circ\text{C}$. A larger number of aerosol particles act as ice-forming nuclei in the contact mode than in the immersion mode, especially at a temperature above $-10^\circ\text{C}$, although leaf-derived nuclei, bacteria-derived nuclei, and organic residues can initiate ice at temperatures warmer than $-5^\circ\text{C}$ (Edwards and Evans 1971; Pruppacher and Klett 1997). Contact nuclei reduce the energy barrier required for ice formation. The freezing of water drops in contact with sand starts at $-3^\circ\text{C}$ and that of water drops in contact with clay particles starts at $-4.5^\circ\text{C}$, with median freezing temperatures between $-4^\circ$ and $-6^\circ\text{C}$ (Gokhale and Spengler 1972; Pitter and Pruppacher 1973). Under dry conditions, residues of evaporated cloud and

---

**Table 1. Results from theoretical one-dimensional model simulations. The warm (cold) layer in this table corresponds to the layer in which particle temperature $T_p$ is more than or equal to (below) $0^\circ\text{C}$, not a conventional melting (freezing) layer from environmental temperature. Here, “sub.” indicates “sublimated” and NM indicates “not melted” at ground.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\rho_i$ (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Warm-layer depth (m)</th>
<th>Warm-layer max temp ($^\circ\text{C}$)</th>
<th>Cold-layer depth (m)</th>
<th>Cold-layer min temp ($^\circ\text{C}$)</th>
<th>Melted height (m)</th>
<th>Sublimation height (m)</th>
<th>Sublimation height (m)</th>
<th>Diameter at ground (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.04 g cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>360 398 400 404 396 397 402 405</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2075 2025 2010 1964 1919 1870 1824 1780 1736</td>
<td>1894 1276</td>
<td>Sub. Sub. 0.35 0.93 1.32 1.69 2.03 2.35 2.68 4.02 4.05</td>
<td>1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02 g cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>397 399 374 395 404 393 405 397 407</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2072 2052 2011 1994 1969 1934 1909 1877 1850</td>
<td>2110 1530 941</td>
<td>Sub. Sub. 0.56 0.98 1.31 1.61 1.90 2.18 2.46</td>
<td>1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005 g cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>390 394 375 400 402 396 382</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2073 2068 2046 2051 2042 2028 2010</td>
<td>2158 2129 2085 1523 1108 270</td>
<td>Sub. Sub. Sub. 0.67 0.93 1.15 1.34</td>
<td>1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
precipitation particles can also serve as evaporation ice nuclei (Beard 1992). Several observational studies have also supported ice formation at warm temperatures (i.e., from −4°C to −5°C) (Mossop et al. 1968; Sassen et al. 2003).

The results of simulations in Fig. 10 indicate that temperatures of precipitation particles reached the wet-bulb temperature just below the initial height level, which implies that particle temperatures are quite sensitive to changes in both temperature and relative humidity. As indicated earlier, the dry midlevel over Sapporo was advected from the south, and Sapporo was located near the edge of the precipitation region (Fig. 2). The lowest relative humidity at 0900 LST in Fig. 3 corresponded to a low mixing ratio of 1.83 g kg⁻¹, which already included the influence of humidification by the evaporation of precipitation particles. Conversely, the sounding at Misawa to the south of Sapporo, where no rain was detected, had very low relative humidity (less than 15% in Fig. 4). This value corresponds to a lower mixing ratio of 0.91 g kg⁻¹. A small difference in mixing ratio could significantly impact the relative humidity at temperatures near 0°C and thus could result in more favorable dry conditions for refreezing. Additional model simulations were performed to investigate this possibility. The simulation results for an initial particle diameter of 10.0 mm and a density of 0.02 g cm⁻³ are presented in Fig. 12 for decreases in relative humidity of 15% and 30% between 600 and 1700 m compared to Fig. 10. Relative humidity decreases of 15%–30% resulted in decreases of 1°C–2°C in particle temperature, with a minimum temperature of less than −4 to −5°C at altitudes between 600 and 1700 m. Although this temperature cannot entirely explain immersion freezing, the possibility of freezing by contact nucleation extends to a thicker layer.

Other processes of contact with ice crystals, ice splinters, or other ice pellets are required to explain the fact that almost all observed particles were ice pellets. The number concentration of ice-forming nuclei at −5°C has been reported to be within a range of 0.01–0.1 L⁻¹ (Beard 1992), and this activity decreases with increasing temperature (Berezinski et al. 1988). In this warm event, the 1-h (0900–0959 LST) average number concentration of ice pellets with diameters exceeding 0.05 mm was 0.3 L⁻¹, and maximum number concentrations of 1.1 L⁻¹ were recorded at 1100, 1300, and 1500 LST using 2DVD. These ice pellet concentrations were much higher than the reported number concentrations of ice-forming nuclei. Some studies suggest ice multiplication in the freezing layer as causing the increase in differential radar reflectivity Z_{DR} (Kumjian et al. 2013; Ryzhkov et al. 2011). Stewart and Crawford (1995) observed needlelike crystals in 75% of their ice pellet cases. Ice multiplication in a freezing layer is suggested to be promoted by contact between supercooled raindrops and ice splinters ejected from fractured ice particles (Pruppacher and Schlamp 1975). Once a number of ice splinters and small crystals have formed in the atmosphere, it is possible for a large number of unfrozen supercooled drops to freeze below the wet-bulb temperature of −2°C (Gokhale and Spengler 1972). Then, all of the altitudes above 400 m in this event should be favorable for the formation of ice pellets (Fig. 10a). Ice supersaturation with respect to particle temperature may also encourage contact freezing by promoting the growth of ice crystals or splinters, although the simulated ice supersaturation layer was very shallow, at around 600 m (Fig. 12b).

b. Relationship between ice pellet fall velocity and geometry

1) CLASSIFICATION OF ICE-PELLET GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 13 presents representative ice-pellet images recorded using 2DVD during this event. The total number of large ice particles was 12,405. Similar to previous studies (e.g., Takahashi 1975; Gibson and Stewart 2007; Gibson et al. 2009), ice pellets were classified into seven categories: spherical, nearly spherical, bulged, spicule, irregular, fractured, and aggregated/fused pellets. Because small particles were difficult to classify, only particles exceeding 1.5 mm in diameter were considered (Table 2). In addition to the seven categories, raindrop-like particles with a round top and a flat bottom were classified as raindrops. Nearly spherical ice pellets were
defined as round particles with a slightly deformed surface not large enough to be bulges (Gibson et al. 2009). Objective classification methods using parameters such as complexity, employed by Schmitt and Heymsfield (2014), were not applicable to ice pellets because of their simple shapes. Results in Table 2 were obtained from careful visual classifications using the 2DVD dataset. The bulged ice pellet was the most common type, comprising half of all pellets, followed by the nearly spherical type. The percentage of each category was close to that reported by Gibson et al. (2009), despite the unusually warm temperatures, except for the spicule and irregular types.

The 2DVD images were divided into fast- and slow-falling ice pellets, and large (>1.5 mm) and small (<1.0 mm) pellets. Almost all large fast-falling pellets had slightly deformed round surfaces (Fig. 13a), whereas almost all large slow-falling pellets had round surfaces (Fig. 13e). The bulged ice pellets in the fast-falling group exhibited one or more stumpy protrusions (Fig. 13b), whereas those in the slow-falling group typically had sharp protrusions (Fig. 13f). The spicule ice pellets were similar to bulged ones, except for their protrusion lengths. Furthermore, almost all fast-falling ice pellets exhibited longitudinal orientations with small canting angles (Fig. 13c), whereas all slow-falling ice pellets exhibited nearly sideway orientations (Fig. 13g), as reported by List and Schemenauer (1971). Fractured particles were rarely found in the fast-falling group, whereas the slow-falling group exhibited several types of fracture (Figs. 13h–k). Ice pellets with flat sections (Fig. 13h), jagged sections (Fig. 13i), curled sections (Fig. 13j), or broken parts (Fig. 13k) were primarily detected. Those with flat sections are exemplified in Fig. 8h, and the broken ones in Fig. 8i. These types of fractures can be considered typical shapes, as noted by Takahashi (1975). No hemispherical particles were larger than 1.5 mm, whereas some small slow-falling ice pellets were hemispherical (Fig. 13n). Ice fragments were also detected (Fig. 13o).
Figure 14 illustrates histograms of categories for both fast- and slow-falling large ice pellets. Fast-falling pellets accounted for 80% of all particles. Similar to the results presented in Table 2, the bulged pellet was the most common type in both groups (49% in the fast-falling group and 62% in the slow-falling group). Nearly spherical particles were the second most common type (40%) in the fast-falling group; however, fractured particles were the second most common type (17%) in the slow-falling group. In addition to small differences in surface roundness of ice pellets, the percentage of fractured particles was the major difference between the fast- and slow-falling groups. Aggregated and fused ice pellets were found in both groups, and their frequency of occurrence was small in this event (1.5%).

2) PROPERTIES OF ICE PELLETS DERIVED FROM FALL VELOCITIES

The bimodal distribution of fall velocities of ice pellets indicates that ice pellets with distinctively different characteristics were present. The overall velocity–diameter relationship of fast-falling particles was similar to that of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle type</th>
<th>ILTS event 10 Apr 2005</th>
<th>Gibson et al. (2009)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulged</td>
<td>6300</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicule</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractured</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>1057</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearly spherical</td>
<td>4025</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregates/fused</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
raindrops (blue line in Fig. 9) (Atlas et al. 1973). However, smaller (larger) ice pellets tended to fall slower (faster) than raindrops. The determinant of the bimodal fall velocity was investigated by focusing on the ice-pellet densities and drag coefficient. In this section, the particles with a $V (\text{m s}^{-1})$ in Fig. 9 were considered to be slow falling.

The particle terminal velocity depends on its density and drag coefficient as

$$
V = \left[ \frac{4gD(\rho_p - \rho_a)}{3\rho_a C_D} \right]^{1/2},
$$

where $V$ is the terminal velocity, $g$ is gravitational acceleration, $D$ is particle diameter, $\rho_p$ is particle density, $\rho_a$ is air density, and $C_D$ is a drag coefficient. Assuming that the particles were smooth spheres, the bulk density of the ice pellets was calculated from the fall velocity and particle diameter measured using the 2DVD. The value of $C_D$ for smooth particles was based on Eq. (8) of Mikhailov and Silva Freire (2013). The calculated mean bulk density and standard deviation were 0.16 ± 0.07 g cm$^{-3}$, indicating that the ice pellets contained 75%-90% air by volume (red dashed line in Fig. 9). This extremely low density could possibly be explained by spillage of unfrozen water (Spengler and Gokhale 1972). Fractured ice pellets that were categorized in the slow-falling group exhibited evidence of water spillage from voids (Fig. 15). However, these images could not explain the slow fall velocity by density alone, because they did not indicate a large amount of air in the particles.

Another determining factor is the drag coefficient. A very tiny (microscopic scale) rough surface can have a significant impact on the drag coefficient of small particles with a low Reynolds number (Selberg and Nicholls 1968; Rasmussen and Heymsfield 1987; Heymsfield and Wright 2014). Since dry hailstones with densities of 0.91 g cm$^{-3}$ have tiny rough surfaces and high drag coefficients (Knight and Heymsfield 1983), their terminal fall velocities are significantly lower than those of smooth ice spheres (dotted blue and green lines in Fig. 9) (Knight and Heymsfield 1983; Thériault and Stewart 2010; Kumjian et al. 2012). Most of the slow-falling particles were even slower than hailstones with densities of 0.91 g cm$^{-3}$ and close to the fall velocity of average-density (0.44 g cm$^{-3}$) hail (solid red line in Fig. 9) (Knight and Heymsfield 1983). These facts suggest that the slow-falling particles had very tiny rough surfaces, similar to those of dry hailstones.

Another factor that increases the drag coefficient is tumbling motion (List and Schemenauer 1971). This occurs when freezing drops coagulate (Spengler and Gokhale 1972) and turn to dry ice particles (Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001; Straka 2009; Anderson et al. 2011; Ryzhkov et al. 2011). This motion could reduce the fall velocity even more.

Fast-falling large pellets tended to fall faster than spherical ice particles with smooth surfaces and densities of 0.91 g cm$^{-3}$ (blue dashed line in Fig. 9), suggesting that fast-falling ice pellets likely had smooth surfaces and that their interiors were possibly still liquid water.

3) FORMATION PROCESS INFERRED FROM GEOMETRICAL AND FALL VELOCITY CHARACTERISTICS

The different geometrical properties of fast- and slow-falling ice pellets observed in this study also suggest different freezing mechanisms of the two groups of ice pellets. The surfaces of the slow-falling ice pellets were typically round surfaces and some were fractured, as observed in 2DVD images (Fig. 13). Some cracks were also seen in photographs of fractured ice pellets (Fig. 15). Although the 2DVD is unable to detect cracks, Takahashi and Yamashita (1969) found that cracking is more likely to occur than fracturing. Conversely, the surfaces of the typical fast-falling ice pellets were slightly deformed without fractures. This apparent difference in surface features suggests a difference in freezing speeds, which typically depend on the degree of supercooling (Yang and Good 1966; Pruppacher 1967; Johnson and Hallett 1968; Gokhale and Lewinter 1971; Pruppacher and Klett 1997), between the two groups.

The freezing of a liquid particle starts at the outside of the particle and proceeds inward (Gokhale and Lewinter...
Thus, ice pellets that freeze rapidly form an ice shell at the surface, and the inner pressure increases as freezing proceeds, because of the inclusion of dissolved air (Dorsey 1948; Blanchard 1951). Rapidly growing ice shells tend to be round in shape and can fracture. Takahashi (1975) demonstrated that fracturing (shattering) occurred when the surface temperature of freezing particles was less than $-24^\circ$C. This temperature is similar to the simulated minimum particle temperatures in our study. Given the round surfaces and fracturing characteristics, and the inferred sufficient supercooling ($-4^\circ$C) in this study, slow-falling ice pellets were assumed to form through rapid freezing upon contact with a small number of ice nuclei.

In contrast, fast-falling pellets likely froze more slowly with a relatively smaller supercooling than did the slow-falling pellets. As Yang and Good (1966) noted, water molecules cannot absorb all of the latent heat released during the freezing process when the temperature of supercooled water exceeds $-4^\circ$C. Slow freezing may account for the formation of ice pellets whose interiors were still water. Additionally, particles with small supercooling have nonuniform freezing speeds biased toward the upstream side of the particles, which is more ventilated than the downstream side, and the unequal inner pressure resulting from nonuniform freezing prevents the formation of cracks (Pruppacher and Schlamp 1975). The slightly deformed surface itself is thought to be indicative of slow and unequal freezing under small supercooling.

4) NUMBER CONCENTRATION FLUX OF SLOW-AND FAST-FALLING ICE PELLETS

Figure 16a illustrates time series of the particle number flux from sedimentation (every 5-s data with a 75-s moving average) of the two groups, limiting the size range from 1.5 to 2.0 mm. The temporal trends exhibited by the two groups were similar, with a correlation coefficient of 0.77, during this ice-pellet event. This result suggests that the two groups fell from the same precipitating cloud and formed from the same group of supercooled raindrops. The highest correlation coefficient between the time series of number flux of the fast-falling group and those of the slow-falling group for the entire period was obtained for no time lag. However, the two groups sometimes exhibited clear temporal phase differences in terms of the peak number fluxes (Figs. 16b–f). For example, the time lags at A–A', B–B', C–C', F–F', H–H', L–L', M–M', N–N', O–O', P–P', and Q–Q' ranged from 60 to 160 s. The fluxes of the fast-falling
group peaked earlier than those of the slow-falling group, especially at the beginning of the period.

We estimated the altitude (air temperature) at which these lags occurred using average falling speeds and lags. Precipitation particles were assumed to form within a horizontally uniform layer cloud associated with a warm front. The average fall velocity of fast-falling particles with diameters of 1.5–2.0 mm was $5.0 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ (Fig. 9), whereas that of slow-falling particles was $1.2 \text{ m s}^{-1}$. Thus, the difference in average fall speed was $3.8 \text{ m s}^{-1}$. Estimation of the largest time lag of $160 \text{ s}$ at $O-O$ suggests an altitude of $608 \text{ m}$ with respect to slow-falling ice-particle formation. The altitude corresponds to the minimum wet-bulb temperature (Figs. 10 and 12). This estimation is consistent with the previous discussion [section 4b(3)]: fast-freezing and slow-falling ice pellets formed at wet-bulb temperatures below $-4^\circ \text{C}$. However, a lag shorter than $160 \text{ s}$ implies formation at lower altitudes than that of the minimum wet-bulb temperature, and the time lags were quite short in the late stage of each precipitation event. There remain uncertainties; however, it is speculated that slow-falling ice pellets occurred less frequently in the late stage of each precipitation event, because late periods are assumed to increase wet-bulb temperature by evaporation of preceding precipitation as proposed in section 4b(3). Thus, the remaining smaller supercooled raindrops above $-4^\circ \text{C}$ would end as fast-falling ice pellets through slow-freezing contacting with ice.

![Fig. 16. Time series of particle number concentration fluxes (m$^{-2}$ min$^{-1}$) of both fast- and slow-falling groups in the size range of 1.5–2.0 mm. Time resolutions are 5 s with a 75-s moving average for (a) the entire period of the ice-pellet event, (b) 0908–0930, (c) 1005–1023, (d) 1150–1204, (e) 1415–1434, and (f) 1505–1530 LST 10 Apr 2005. A–S indicate local peaks of fast-falling pellets, and A'–S' indicate local peaks of slow-falling pellets.](image-url)
crystals/splinters mainly ejected from the preceding slow-falling ice pellets.

5. Conclusions

An ice-pellet event during an unusually warm storm occurred in Sapporo, Japan, on 10 April 2005, and lasted 10 h. The 2DVD observations indicated the simultaneous presence of ice pellets with a bimodal terminal velocity distribution (i.e., fast- and slow-falling velocity groups). We verified ice-pellet formation using observational data and one-dimensional model simulations of melting snowflakes and cooling raindrops, maintained in the supercooled state. We also analyzed the geometrical characteristics of ice pellets for the two fall velocity groups and determined the relationship between particle properties and fall velocities.

One-dimensional model simulations indicated that evaporative cooling of raindrops plays an important role in the formation of ice pellets. Radar observations and several simulations indicated complete melting of snowflakes aloft and persistent supercooling of raindrops by evaporation. Particle temperature was found to be sensitive to environmental temperature and relative humidity, and corresponded to wet-bulb temperatures. The wet-bulb temperature enabled us to clarify the possibility of ice-pellet formation based on both diagnostically and microphysical interpretations. It is likely that contact freezing was the nucleation mechanism at the minimum wet-bulb (particle) temperature altitude of −4°C. Although particle temperatures below −5°C were simulated under the assumption of dry air inflow from a drier nonprecipitating region, the number of ice pellets was likely greater than that of general ice nuclei, suggesting that the generation of crystals or ice splinters after the initial ice-forming event was critical.

Of the two fall velocities, slow-falling ice pellets exhibited properties similar to those of dry hailstones. This indicates that these particles were moderately-density ice particles with microscopic-scale rough surfaces. In addition, tumbling motions may have increased the drag of these particles. Most of the slow-falling ice pellets were round. Furthermore, almost all fractured ice pellets were in the slow-falling group. These features suggest that these particles froze rapidly and uniformly in a relatively cold dry layer with a wet-bulb temperature near −4°C. In contrast, the fast-falling ice pellets exhibited the properties of ice particles with a wet smooth surface, suggesting that they froze slowly in a relatively warm (slightly supercooled) layer by contacting ice crystals or splinters generated by preceding slow-falling ice pellets. More advanced remote sensing and in situ observations will be necessary to confirm the freezing mechanisms of supercooled raindrops presented in this paper. Moreover, few cases of long-lasting ice pellets have been reported in extremely dry, warm conditions (Hanesiak and Stewart 1995; Kumjian and Schenkmann 2014). Our next paper will present the synoptic-scale structure of an ice-pellet event, focusing on the contribution of long-duration dry air inflow to evaporative cooling.
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